
Unleash a new world 
of business insights 
with intelligent monitoring



25%
energy efficiency achieved

1,000+
critical threats prevented

Reimagine your current surveillance infrastructure. 
Today, they are the eyes of your business to protect assets and people, 
but their potential is only limited to security.

What if we told you that your surveillance systems 
could do so much more than that?

Introducing ALGO AIoT — an Advanced Remote Monitoring Solution by 
CMS, which brings a new dimension to your business and provides critical 
insights powered by AIoT (artificial intelligence of things) and RPA (robotic 
process automation). With the evolution of advanced remote monitoring 
systems, you can now address your surveillance concerns while also 
unleashing a new world of business insights.

Your business needs 
more than just surveillance

Certified to global security standards

ISO 9001 ISO 27001 CERT-IN Certified

40+ 
deep learning AI modules

60,000+ 
alerts processed daily
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Our Advanced Remote Monitoring Solution ALGO AIoT 
integrates with your existing surveillance infrastructure and 
enables it with AI and IoT. Monitor footage and easily detect 
threats while also saving on the costs and complexity that 
come with hiring additional security for your business.

Smart business, 
smarter solutions

Provides site status analytics and 24x7 real-time updates through 
secure web utilities and mobile applications. Users also receive 
alerts through the application via SMS and email.

AI gathers data from CCTV cameras and detects potentially 
suspicious anomalies like intrusions, vibrations, glass breaks, 
smoke, etc. The system is also continuously learning to better 
understand and respond to these situations. 

At our Command & Control Centre, our systems analyse exceptions 
with alert-based ticketing and a 24x7 staff that eliminates false 
alarms. Tickets are verified and then resolved by our agents.

Data received from the monitoring system is securely stored locally 
on SSD drives as well as in the cloud with secure encryption.

VSaaS
system

AI-driven
monitoring

The human
touch

Smart cloud
storage
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Your first step in being 
a step ahead

Effective surveillance
at scale

Protect people
and assets

End-to-end
monitoring
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For businesses to thrive, the scope of video surveillance 
can’t end with just security. ALGO AIoT Remote 
Monitoring Solution generates business insights for 
every location while also playing a part in boosting the 
performance and efficiency of your business.

Never miss an insight with 
future-ready monitoring

With the help of our à la carte AI modules, you can track everything 
in your store. Right from the footfall to demographics, from in-store 
customer activity to queue lengths, from section-wise analytics to 
aisle-wise analytics, based on monitoring. You will receive an 
industry-specific analytical report from the data we collect.
This will help you anticipate demand and increase performance.

Our 24x7 alert-based guarding will make sure to report events like 
branch overstays or if a guard is missing from his post. Our Remote 
Monitoring Solution will also help you with effective queue 
management techniques and hygiene audits.

A closer
look

Elevate your
workforce

Efficiency is key when it comes to cutting costs, which is why our 
Remote Monitoring Solution also keeps an eye on energy 
consumption at your business. We track it all—lights, power 
supplies, and air conditioning—and never miss an insight for your 
business's benefit.

Cut costs
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Your camera is now 
a business intelligence tool

Take action
remotely

Every movement
is accounted for

Save on energy
and recruitment
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Industries we secure

Financial Services Warehousing Manufacturing Healthcare

Aviation Hospitality Retail

Step 1
Optimise
infrastructure

Step 2
Get future-ready with 
ALGO AIoT

Step 3
Your business data 
securely encrypted 
& stored

Step 4
Manage risks and 
unlock insights on 
the go

CCTV
camera 

DVR/NVR

Existing 
Infrastructure

Broadband
Router

Desktop client software
device or plug-and-play

hardware AP

AIoT
cloud platform 

Centralised
view 

All your concerns addressed
Data security
Solution: Secured data 
communication and storage

Seamless integration
across OEMs
Solution: 360° offering
– hardware, software, AMC, monitoring

Solution: Robotic process automation 
(RPA)-based monitoring

Easy access
on the go
Solution: Web portal and app with live 
feed and footage retrieval

No critical
alerts missed

How to get started?
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